proteins. In the final chapter, the author considers the possibility that inter-allelic complementation may represent not only a mechanism of interest and curiosity to the investigator but an evolutionary force. Thus it may have happened in evolution that some hybrid proteins, perhaps many, produced by mutants, were selectively advantageous and of superior activity compared with that of either of the original alleles which produced them. The advantage conferred by the hybrids could have resulted in their fixation by the mechanism of gene duplication and divergent evolution through mutation of the duplicated segments, which would thus become progressively non-allelicand specify hetero-multimeric proteins.
This book is clearly written, closely argued and warmly recommended to students, teachers and research workers as an excellent summary of a subject that has added a 'new dimension to the study of genes and gene action'.
PAUL E POLANI
Prediction of Response to Pharmacotherapy by J R Wittenborn PhD and Philip R A May MD ppxii+231 illustrated $10 Springfield, Ill.: Charles C Thomas 1966 The title of this book indicates clearly its content. Disturbed patients react variably to particular drugs, and it would be useful both therapeutically and scientifically to know which patients will respond favourably to which drugs before starting treatment. Methods of predicting individual responses and the reliability and validity of the methods are discussed in this report of a 'workshop' held by the American College of Neuropsychopharmacology in Washington, DC, in October 1964. The report consists of a collection of essays, mostly of high quality, and is well worth careful study by anyone who wishes to increase the precision and predictive value of categorization of psychiatric patients.
M WEATHERALL
Care of the Newly Born Infant by W S Craig BSC MD FRCP (Edin) FRCP (Lond) FRSE 3rd ed pp vii +635 illustrated 55s Edinburgh & London: E& SLivingstone 1966 Some indication of the practical value of this useful book to all who care for the newborn is shown by the appearance of the second and third editions within three years. Ideally, it should be easily available on the ward for reference by doctors and nurses as clinical problems arise.
There is first a good description of the development, behaviour and management of the healthy baby and this is followed by a comprehensive account of the disorders of the newborn, which is outstanding. Emphasis is placed on theimportance of careful clinical observation and the superb photographs illustrate helpful features both in diagnosis and management. The nursing and medical care ofthe sick baby is admirably detailed. Professor Craig writes mainly for the midwife and family doctor and this may be why he is less enthusiastic about intubation in the treatment of the asphyxiated neonate than would be the obstetrician or anaesthetist.
It is a pity that the format of a Victorian primer is retained. If the English style were more concise and less pompous this book would be a best seller.
DAVID WILLIAMS
Ventilation/Blood Flow and Gas Exchange by John B West MD PhD ppxii+117 illustrated 21s Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications 1965 The essential ideas behind the subject matter of this monograph are not difficult to grasp but the details have, in the past, been obscured by a mass of indifferently written description and bedevilled by pretentious mathematical treatment. Dr West's book is excellent because it sets out clearly and yet concisely the known facts about the distribution of blood and ventilation in the lungs (many of which he has himself discovered). He explains the consequences of these facts and indicates how they may be applied to the consideration of lung function in disease. The text retains something of the atmosphere of the lecture theatre (where it was originally presented) and this gives it a freshness and clarity which is wholly pleasing. Although directed primarily to the needs of the student it still contains much that is of interest to the expert. This is a measure of the originality of the writer and his familiarity with his subject. The chapters are arranged in a clearly logical order and each one is sufficiently self-contained to be read as a separate essay, which makes reference easy. The well-chosen line drawings and diagrams are ample in number and their captions are especially carefully written. A surprisingly wide field of the physiology of respiration is contained within this small compass; the publication is very welcome and should be read not only by all who are concerned with chest medicine but by every physician who wishes to preserve a scientific interest in his subject.
